EPISODE 307:”THE CAR WRECK”

Panoba, Night 12
Andrew - So why did you guys vote Brianna?
James - Because...we would have lost the tiebreaker anyway?
Andrew - Well of course...but what would your vote have been if one of your guys had been the
tiebreaker?
James - Do you really want to know? Wouldn't you rather be...surprised homey?
Andrew - Well, I gotta figure it was me. Hey, I just hope for your sake you're tight witht he power
brokers...hehe!
James - Those bitches are running the show, and us boys are just along for the ride.
Andrew - Ain't that the fuckin' truth!

James and Amanda regret their decision.
James - I'll miss Bri. Sorta. But she did sell us out on that first vote.
Amanda - Yeah. I feel bad, but it is what it is.
James - I'll be much happier when we go back to roasting one of the O's tomorrow.
So who's it
gonna be? Any word? I'd say Andrew since he obviously has some skillz. Osten is like roadkill.
Amanda - AH DON'T CAYRE. Seriously though.
James - Lol this psuedo pangonging has been interesting at least.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I feel like I have some element of control, but not all the
power obviously. I believe I could walk away with the win, but I've got to be careful because I
think the game is going to get dangerous in the near future. Getting Lil out is going to be, quite
literally, a bitch, but I have a plan. At final seven, I'm hoping Todd is there and we could pull him
in and Tijuana, James, Ryan, Todd and possibly Courtney could take Lil out. She has been very
difficult to deal with because she's playing this game in the stupidest way I could ever imagine,
but it's alright. I just don't want her to win Immunity at final seven, because that's when I'm
planning my move. Tijuana expressed concern regarding being in the finals with Courtney, James
and me, so I've got to see what she's willing to do, because she does want Lil out but I don't think
she feels comfortable with three Andoa's in the final four.
Former Omurano’s, Lill and Andrew, begin to rekindle their bond.
Lill - We rule the game...
Andrew - Yes we do. But tell me, how did you get them to vote the same way...because you rock!
Lill - I have my ways...and courtney was out of commission all day. She came in late and everybody
on their side was already on board. I told them let's put the drama behind us for a round or two
to get rid of the dead weight...
Andrew - Well, I sure hope you don't think I'm dead weight!
Lill - I was more referring to Brianna, Todd, Ryan and Osten. They took out our strongest player
last time, so I asked them to take out their weakest player this time. It worked, they fell for it,
and now we can take over again.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - I have recommitted to Lill and Tijuana. We already have
mapped out the next four to go. I understand why they did what they did, and asked them not to
leave me in the dark again. I just feel this is my best option. I think they realize I wouldn't turn
on them, so I am a vote they can count on. I could be being played, but there is only one way of
knowing, right?
Tijuana - That went better than I expected.
Andrew - Don't you love when a plan comes together?
Tijuana - Yeah, I was pretty paranoid too. Now our Panoba domination can begin.
Courtney gives everyone an update on her car accident.
Courtney - I just wanted to give everyone a quick update what happened. Yesterday, I was a
passenger in a car. So my brother is making a turn into a taco bell, guess he misjudged the
oncoming traffic, suffice to say, the side of the car got hit. It sucked, but no one was seriously

hurt. I was a little worn out. I'm not one to skip TC, but I just wasn't up for it. The only bad thing
about going to bed earily... end up waking up in the middle of the night.
Lill - Gah! are you alright? You're not going quit the game are you? If you do can we get a dog?
Tijuana - What kind and are you going to scoop the poop? Courtney, I'm glad you're doing better.
Osten - Damn. Glad youre okay Court.
James - As long as you don't have to be medivaced baby. If you leave, James might break down like
Kathy and quit too.
Lill - woo-hoo! two for the price of one...
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Real world trumps the game for me just a bit ago. I was in a
car accident today. Nothing too serious, thankfully.
Suddenly, I don't about this game as
much. I'm just glad I'm ok. If I had it my way, I'd be on the couch, watching tv... I'm here out of
respect for my allies. Real world always puts the game into perspective, this game is is a silly and
irrelevant, a fun diversion from life. It is not life.
Lill and Tijuana discuss their plans to turn against the partner’s alliance.
Lill - Courtney in a car accident. If she quits before I take her out, I'll kill her. Now she'll
think we came up with the idea because she was weak and vulnerable following her accident,
and not because she's an insufferable, paranoid psychotic who has to make all the decisions or
she throws a tantrum. Oh well... I'm glad we gave andrew a chance to get his game back. I was
almost sorry for his game plan being wrecked yesterday...almost.
Lill - great. Courtney had a car accident... If she pulls out of the game before we kick her out, I'll
be pissed.
Tijuana - omfg is it wrong that I just laughed really hard? Amanda and James have been pissants
tonight. Amanda feels bad about voting Bri. I'm so glad those two are acting like this since it
basically gives us valid reasons to break away.
Lill - Breaking away is more fun when it's unexpected. Bri hasn't done squat in this game.
Tijuana - Oh yeah, I definitely don't think we should tell them but once they realize (you know
when the vote doesn't go as planned) at least I can throw their behavior in their faces.
Lill - yeah. I meant us bailing without any reason at all is funnier. ok, so we need to get Osten and
Ryan to vote with us and we're flying high. How are you?
Tijuana - I'm good. A bit sore - I schedule a bulk trash pick up for tomorrow and I just took the
garbage out. *contemplates making a bad joke about taking garbage in this game...passes* Both
Ryan and Osten should be on board with voting with us. Osten really doesn't have any other
choice
and quite frankly, neither does Ryan. Man it's time to start thinking up what I want to
say with my vote for Courtney and Amanda.
Lill – “Miss Congeniality my ASS!”
Tijuana - "since the car didn't do the job I will" Too cold :\
Lill checks back with the partner’s alliance to see where they are going next.
Lill - Who are we doing tomorrow? We go back to Andrew?
Amanda - Andrew or Osten, it don't matter to me.
Lill - Andrew at least shows up and plays the challenges...he was playing drunk today. He told me
he should go drinking before every challenge.
Andrew is a bigger threat, probably. Osten
doesn't play that much, he just makes noise and eats our food. Something just bugs me about

people who miss challenges and still expect people to keep them around. It may be because
every time I miss a challenge I seem to get booted... I think my preference is Osten first, but I'm
fine with whatever the rest decide. I'm sure Courtney will want Andrew. She's pretty stubborn. I
hope she feels better tomorrow. I was in an accident once and felt like hell for a week.
Amanda - I'm totally fine with either way. I agree it can be annoying in regards to Osten.
Courtney wonders if the partner’s alliance will stay together.
Courtney - Bri gone, Andrew or Osten next... Time to find out if this partner alliance is a sure
thing... or if they reallign with Osten/Andrew. *crosses fingers* You and James came clean to
Todd?
Amanda - Yeah, we told Todd that Brianna had to go, he understood and was a good sport about it.
Courtney - Andrew = immunity threat based on that challenge performance.
Amanda - Yeah... I agree, but I actually like him far more than Osten. I really don't care.
Courtney - We'll see what the other side of the pairs say tomorrow, I guess. They let us spare Todd
over Bri, so maybe they should have the choice between Osten and Andrew.
Amanda - Lil wants Osten out, I believe.
Courtney - Lill thinks she can control Andrew... probably the reason.
Amanda - Possibly. I'm going to bed. I'll talk tomorrow babe. Hope you're doing well.
Courtney is up unusually late due to her car wreck and worries about Lill staying
loyal to the partners’ alliance. They reveal a lot of their tribes’ plans.
Courtney - The only thing that sucks about going to bed earily... waking up in the middle of the
night. Andrew wants it to be tribe vs. tribe. He certainly wants you/T/Ryan to reallign with him
and Osten. That's my only worry.... I think you guys are solid, though. so, we do Osten or andrew
next, right? I don't care who.
Lill - Relax. We're fine. I have assurances from T and Ryan, they are solid with the plan. I think
Osten should go next. He's no fun at the challenges, and wasn't even at TC tonite. We don't want
the events we have to do to get boring. Besides Andrew will be funny when he realizes we snaked
him again, and he has no chance to catch back up. He's excited now that the OM's have an
advantage again. How are you feeling?
Courtney - Feeling better. I hate that I went to bed early, though... I'm wide away at 3AM. Stupid
of me. Poor Osten. I guess we flipped the boot order... Bri/Osten first instead of Andrew/Todd.
Better for entertainment, as you said. Todd must have come clean to Amanda and James. So...
the final 8 will be interesting... Todd and Andrew will need that immunity bad... the rest of us
should just sit it out!
Lill - oh man... I hope todd freaks out. How did you find out and what did he tell him? Why did he
tell him?
Courtney - I don't know what Amanda and James told Todd... he voted for Bri. He must of figured
out what was going on. I think they just didn't want him totally pissed like Osten and Andrew
were. Cowards. I was telling todd we had to force a tie before I logged off. Vote casting down,
cowardly ratfink as others would say.
Lill - So todd knows he's at the bottom of the totem pole and only an immunity run will save him? I
dunno about him. He doesn't seem to be playing this game at all. I would think he'd be scrambling
to get something going... but no. Just like Bri. Just sitting there.
Courtney - If Todd has figured out the partner alliance... he knows he has no majority to work
with. He has to win immunity after Osten goes. If I was in that boat, I'd try to form an alliance

with Andrew/Osten and flip a pair. 5 vs. 4, giving that flipping pair the promise of HIIs. The
problem is, those people got two of the pairs wrong. T/me and you/Amanda.
Lill - Does Todd know the correct pairs? on a side note, this making of the incorrect pairs "common
knowledge" has been a real benefit to us. Ever since Chicken outted Amanda as my partner it's
been very handy. And you're shielded from people pissed at me or amanda.
Courtney - Before Christa was voted out, I promised Todd I'd tell him my partner. Christa, I am
certain, had already told him already incorrectly T/me and you/Amanda. I told Todd after the
Christa boot that T was my partner, which was probably just confirming what Christa had told
him in the past. He'd have no reason to distrust that information, even if he knows I was playing
him in other matters
Lill - It's just so funny that we can get away with that so easily... and that it actually helps us...
Nobody EVER asks me about you.
Courtney - The night Christa offered me last pair standing deal if I sat out Amanda, she was like,
you and T could get the HIIs, you have a shot at tricking my tribe, yadda yadda yaddaa. I was
thinking, if that actually went down that way, you lill, would have had an HII that Christa wasn't
accouting for!
Lill - Yes. Christa and I discussed the "who should be the last pair" thing at great length, and finally
decided together on you and T.
Courtney - Our plan basically throws the HIIs out of the game with 2 pairs standing at the final
five.The pairs alliance rocks! Biggest mistake Christa ever made was letting it slip she knew
about it because we worked double overtime to make sure we got Ryan, Todd, and Bri (of course,
Bri took the whimp way out... didn't get her much)
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Bipolar Courtney makes me crazy. One second she's ranting and
accusing and 10 SECONDS later she's all happy "We're F4! Yay!" There's no rhyme or reason to it.
She's so damn unstable. All damn day she's been wringing her hands sure the takeover wouldn't
work, and scared I made Amanda a target. Hello? Amanda was a target before the merge. If I
don't win this game, I'd like to be known as the one who played the hardest. I'm going way back
in the woodwork for a couple days, and let the others do whatever they want to do. It's been a
while since I so completely betrayed so many people at the same time.

Panoba, Day 13
The next morning the plan to reunite Omurano is in full effect.
Lill - we're on board. We'll take out Courtney next. She was in a minor car accident today, so
maybe she'll need the time away from the game to rest up...
Ryan - I adore how evil you are
Lill - Stay on my good side.
Ryan - Yes ma'am!

To your partner no less.

Lill - Tijuana, Ryan, and Andrew hatched a plan: Tonite we're taking out Courtney. She's the real
leader of the Andoa alliance. If we keep this VERY quiet, they'll never know what hit them. if
Courtney gets immunity, we target Amanda. Courtney never wins anything, so we should be safe.
I know Courtney, Amanda, Todd, and James are targeting you or Andrew tonight. Join us and we
rule this game. We take out Courtney, Amanda, James, Todd pagong. You in?
Osten - Im all for pagonging. Lets take this to the end.

Lill - thanx. You gonna be at the challenge and TC tonite?
Osten - I thought there was no tribal tonight....it doesnt say so in the front page but im not gonna
make it to the challenge. i just worked for six hours and im just tired as fuck and i really need
some sleep.
In anticipation for an Andoa blindside, Lill and Tijuana go over the rules of a hidden
Immunity Idol and decide what to do about them.
Lill - How does the pairs idol work? Do both get secret immunity, or is their only one and whichever
uses it first gets it? How do we plan the votes? I'm assuming once amanda is gone, James and
Ryan will get the idol(s) so we target Todd, James plays the idol knowing it's him, and then we
have a free shot at James next round?
Tijuana - I think both people get an idol. If it's any of us it shouldn't matter since the last TC it can
be used is Final 5 and I would hope that we plan on sticking together to that point. Osten can be
the final 5 boot. But yeah, at final 7 we'd have to force James to play the idol and then we get
him at final 6.
Ryan confirms with Tijuana that the plan is still on.
Ryan - We going ahead with it? The Courtney boot, Lil said yes, we got Osten and Andrew though?
Tijuana - Yeah we have them. Osten isn't around much so he'll just boot who we tell him to boot. I
feel bad booting Courtney first since James and Amanda seem to be the ones wavering more but
she's probably the one that's going to have the most to stay when she realizes that we're going
back to O so it's best to let her have her say at the jury lodge
This is honestly the best move
for us. Last night Amanda was going on about how she felt bad having to boot Bri. Courtney has
presented me with two different final 4 offers and she's done the same to Lill plus I've heard
other stuff that makes it seem pretty clear that we're in more danger if we stick with our
partners then if we let them go. Andrew is definitely back with us.
Ryan - Alright, sounds like good stuff
Tijuana - now we won't have to deal with our pushy wishy washy partners
Ryan - Indeed
Tijuana - I'll probably have an anxiety attack after the votes are read though. At least in this game
it's easy to ignore people
Ryan - ahaha, indeed it is
Osten arrives and is approached by Courtney.
Courtney - What's going on, man?
Osten - nothing much. just got out of work. bloody tired... sorry to hear about youre accident. glad
youre okay
Courtney - Thanks... it wasn't too bad in the grand scheme of things. We don't ever talk, not being
in the same alliance circles and all. Just figured, it'd be nice to send you one, even if it pointless
chit chat.
Osten - I appreciate that. And I have nothing against you, its just...tribal lines you know?
Courtney - I got nothing personal against you either, Osten. I had nothing against Christa for that
matter either. It's the final 9.... still alot of game left.

Good luck, man!

Tijuana - Last night went well
Osten - Yeah Look Im thinking. we finish pagonging. Then you, me and Ryan vote out Lill and
Andrew since we cant beat them in the finals and were the fianl three of this game. Sound good?
Tijuana - Yeah we definitely have to finish the pagonging. Are you fine with Courtney going first?
She's probably the biggest trouble maker of the four left. We've got to keep Todd as the last one
because the hidden immunity idols are going to come into play - but we'll know who has it so
we'll be able to force it into being used. Lill should definitely be the first to go since she's
probably the biggest challenge threat - and just the biggest threat all around. Then Andrew for
beating me last night by like a second.I'm just glad that this is all working out. I was really
paranoid last night.
Osten - I just wasnt happy about the fact that we gave Andoa a change to get back into this game
when we had majority. Had I known that you had made arragements to get Brianna out next,
then I woulve probably understood. Im probably not gonna make it to the challenge tonight. I
just worked for six hours and im just...tired as fuck. really a need a good sleep...
Osten - Lets be real here There is no way were gonna beat Lill or Andrew in a jury vote. So if we
finish the pagonging, you, me and T = final three?
Ryan - Damn, you're thinking, I like it, and I agree, sounds like a plan. I agree Andrew and Lil are
very scary in front of a jury
James is paranoid about the loyalty of the former Omurano’s.
James - So, you think they'll hold up their end?
Courtney - This is the moment... Andrew or Osten should be next... or T/Ryan/Lill played us.
I
don't like the entire tribe voting in block. Makes me nervous. I guess you and Amanda came clean
to Todd?
James - We told him...just so he didn't get completely blindsided. We don't want another "we're so
dumb" thread.
I wish we had started with the upperhand. I've always thought that
Bri/Todd>>>>Andrew/Osten. So have we decided on one of them yet? It seems there's no TC.
Courtney - Well, think about it this way. Without the partner deal, we could have been pagonged
because of Todd taking Double Immunity and giving up his vote and Christa having the vote
canceller. I’d perfer Andrew, but I think they want to boot Osten. Basically, we flipped the boot
order. Used to be Todd/Andrew first, now it is becoming Bri/Osten first. Todd and Andrew,
assuming the deal is on the up and up, will both be battling for that immunity at the final 8.
James - Well if Chicken's partner (I'm assuming it's Osten) wasn't a complete moron, he would have
jumped ship to Andoa to preserve his partner rather than being Christa's bitch. Oh that...and Bri
sticking it to us. I'd prefer Andrew too. I've asked Ryan, and he's said "no one's told him."
Does
that mean what I think it means? What does Lill say? Andrew can actually win immunity.
Courtney - Lill reassured me this morning they wouldn't reallign with Andrew/Osten. I don't even
think it would be wise for T/Lil/Ryan to abondon us... they'd be interjecting the HIIs into the
game eventually causing all sorts of chaos.
James - Osten/Andrew have been blinded the entire game. I guess once you've lost your partner,
the "tribe" is all ya got. I'm so glad I didn't lose Ryan. Phew! Yeah those HIIs will ruin everything.
They expire at F5? If we stick to our alliance, they might not even be given out by then.
Courtney - Two partners will be standing at the final five... Poody's twist is killed by the partner
alliance. Funny enough, Christa thought me and T were partners... her last pair standing deal
would have left an unaccounted for HII in Lill's hand. Christa guessed some things right, but she

also had just as much incorrect information. Lill said she wants to see Andrew go insane when
they snake him again.
James - Lill is always up for keep the more "dramatic" people around.
Whatever, I'm fine with
it. I just hope Andrew doesn't win that immunity at F7 and ruin everything. And about the partner
twist...I kinda thought this cross-tribal alliance was what he was hoping for?
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Sometimes its better sit back and be part of the ride. I'm not
going to rock the boat. F6 is when I'll have my say.
James - Any news on the grapewine? Who's next on this pagonging that doesn't look like a
pagonging?
Ryan - I actually don't know, noone's told me and people have been basically telling me who's next
over and over
James - ...just ask dude.
I'm thinking Andrew would be smarter, since he actually won
something last night. Osten's just a loud-mouthed dud.
Ryan - Yeah, that sounds like the best plan to me too
James - Lill wants to keep Andrew "for the drama."
with it...

As long as it doesn't come to bite us, I'm fine

James – CONFESSIONAL - I for one, want this alliance to succeed. Because when we get to
the six, I feel fairly confident that Lill will be the first one ejected from it. It's her who should be
worried and trying to get out before then.
Tijuana makes yet another final 3 deal with her Omurano tribemates, as Ryan lies
to his partner. She sets up Lill, her ally, for the fall.
Tijuana - Osten is 100% on board
. Not only that but he wants us in the final 3 with him
I
believe Lill also wants us in the final 3 with her and so all we have to do is find out who Andrew
wants and hell...maybe it's us. Then we truly will be sitting pretty
Ryan - I like it Ti, I like it a LOT. I think Osten would be the best bet for us, I agree with what
Osten said to me, none of the three of us would beat Lil or Andrew in a F3 vote, but if they do
indeed all want the two of us at F3 with them then the game revolves around us!
Tijuana - Isn't it grand
. I think it's a shame that people don't think that we could beat Andrew
or Lill. I feel "misunderestimated" lol. I didn't tell Osten that I was definitely going to go for that
final 3 cause I didn't want to make any promises, I just said I was fine with it If Andrew hasn't
thought about it I'm sure I could convince him that we'd be the best ones for him to have at final
3.
Final 5 we'll be the ones making the decision. Although to be honest (and please don't
repeat) I do think that Lill should be the first to go from our group just for the simple fact that
she really is a challenge threat and is overestimated strategy wise. I love her character and all
but not enough to lose to it :p
Ryan - Yeah, I basically said the same thing to Osten. And this makes me very excited about the
final five a comin' And... I agree on Lil
Tijuana - I bet Andrew would agree as well
. Can't wait to see if he'll want us in the final 3 as
well. This'll be perfect. Lill goes at F5. If either Andrew or Osten win immunity at Final 4 we'll
still be golden.

Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Omurano is now the ideal alliance. Yes, I'm going to turn this
game around on the partnership alliance, which I prefer to call a 3 round voting block now
Courtney is/was the target and she along with all the other Andoans and members of the jury will
probably be shocked. I do think though that Court, James and Amanda did always have the slight
fear/thought that we'd do this so it shouldn't be a complete surprise. Especially since if they
thought about it they'd have to realize we'd be better off going back to Omurano.
James, still unsure of his position, looks to Amanda for some answers.
James - What's going on today baby? I've asked around...but no one's given me a definite answer as
to who it's gonna be yet. Should we be worried?
But there doesn't seem to be TC tonight, so it
gives us some time I think.
Amanda - No, don't worry. It's gonna be Osten or Andy.
James - Lol. I was hoping it'd be Andrew, but it seems Lill likes him for his "drama" factor. What is
her obsession with theatrics?
Amanda - Yeah, she's nuts. I need a nap. See you later on.
James isn’t the only castaway who is paranoid.
Lill - temple mail doesn't day TC tonite? I hope it's not just an oversight... I'm only slightly
paranoid...
Tijuana - Yeah I noticed. I hope it's an oversight too. Maybe it'll be tomorrow night although it'd be
nice to just have it tonight. I'm itchin' to get this done. Worst case scenario it's going to be a
tribal mix up with IC winner choosing the tribes. This won't really effect us though
Lill - Tribes of 3, top 2 tribes immune, one goes to TC, the two left each go to a different tribe,
making two tribes of 4. We fight 2 more challenges, and merge again final 4. That would so make
my head hurt, and it's so Jeff to do it...
Tijuana - Well, we've got everyone but Todd thinking that we're with them so we should be good no
matter what Jeff thinks up.
Tijuana – CONFESSIONAL - Amanda knows me and the type of person I am. I think she'll be
upset but she'll get over it. That's what I <3 about her. She knows that this is just a game.
It's funny you ask this though. I was visiting a friend and had to borrow his computer so I could
take part in TC the other day. I told him about the game and the partners thing. He said that if
he was my partner and I ever betrayed him in a game that he'd stop being my friend lol. I think
that's just a bit extreme. Especially since we have played in a game together before and I did
turn on him lol. Anyway, I think what will upset Amanda most about this is my lack of being
upfront with her. I could have told her what was happening (to an extent) and she may have
been fine.
The ex-Andoa tribe mates become more and more confident in their position.
James - A lot of people pre-voted? o_O For Osten? No one has even told me it's 100% yet.
Courtney - Ryan was demanding a target.
James - So it is Osten then? Time to come up with something funny...
Courtney - Osten, if he wins immunity, Andrew as a backup.
James - I'm gonna say something about Osten being a "quitter." Nobody steal that!

Courtney - I'm going to say something about all part of a deal struck on day 2 of the merge
James - So...you're gonna let the cat out of the bag?
Courtney - Time to step up and say some more interesting things.
James - LOL. I had no idea. The two long ass speeches were both mine. Time to trim down the
words I think.
Courtney - I went ahead and told Todd the target is Osten. He can either go along or cast his vote
down. Doesn't matter anymore as long as the partner alliance is solid. The cat is almost out of
the bag.
The castaways find out that Tribal Council is tonight and prepare for a doubleheader.
Andrew - Isn't it great? All in one night, no bullshit.
Lill - yeah. I sure hope everything works out according to our plan.
Andrew - Yep, it's never a sure thing until all those votes are read.
Courtney gets tired of having to string along his old tribe members who are not in
the partners’ alliance.
James - Hey bud. Looks like things have swung back in our favor and it'll either be Osten/Andrew
going home tonight. Osten primary target, Andrew if he wins immunity.
Todd - Alright sounds good.
James - Did you clue Todd in? Cuz...I just told him it's gonna be Osten/Andrew tonight. He should
be really happy.
Courtney - I did sort of clue him in... I think this tapdance is getting old. He'll have a fair chance to
go after immunity next round. I just got tired of being all we got to force a tie (last round) and
such. I'm not like Lill. I don't want to play someone like that for no reason.
Speak of the devil…
Lill - how are you today? How come temple mail doesn't say TC tonite... I hope it's not an oversight
and the Jeff isn't pulling a fast one on us... I would HATE being split into tribes of 3, say...
Courtney - an unmerge at the final nine? Wouldn't make since from the HII-twist perspective. I
think it's an oversight. James and Ryan are down with Osten going. We just got to make sure
Andrew doesn't win final 7 immunity.
Lill - damn straight on that. Last night was a fluke. He's sucked on every other challenge so far.
She tells the opposite to Andrew.
Andrew - if Courtney is the one that wins immunity, do you have someone else in mind if that
happens? I just want to make sure we are all on the same page.
Lill - If courtney wins immunity, we target Amanda. Let's make sure Courtney doesn't win
immunity.
Andrew - Hey, I'm hoping to pull out another win, and really shut them down.
Lill - That would be the funniest thing this game.

Challenge Beach, Night 13

Jeff Probst - Immunity Challenge isnt for another 15 minutes, but I did receive a lot of prevotes
tonight and if everyone's willing... We can bump TC up from tomorrow to tonight and take
tomorrow off completely?
Andrew - I have no problem with that.
Courtney - I'm fine with it also!
James - Yes! Praise jeebus.
Gary – Host - Hoorah, a double shot followed by a day off is dreamy
Jeff Probst - Okay cool, tonight we'll have council at 9-10 as we have the past 2 councils.
Lill - I agree too!
Jeff Probst - Okay everyone, ready to begin? It's a simple unscrambling challenge... but from
HELL!!!!!!!!! You must unscramble as much as you possibly can, there are 7 words or phrases to
unscramble. If correctly unscrambled, they will give you clues to a final hidden phrase. That
means you must discover 8 phrases/words throughout the entire puzzle. When you think you have
them all corrrect, or have found as many as you think you possibly can, PM them to me. The
person with either the most words/phrases correctly unscrambled OR the person who turns them
in the fastest wins. Pretty straightforward, any questions?
Courtney - Who's all playing?
Todd - I'm playing.
Jeff Probst - Anyone can play, the deadline to turn in your answers is 8:45.
James - Yeah...since when were so many people no shows for immunity? Oh right...Friday.
Jeff Probst - I'll give you a hint, they're all proper nouns relating to Peru's history.
Courtney - Word unscramblers are no help!
Jeff Probst - 3 more minutes, try and get some answers in.
Tijuana - sent, even though I know I didn't get them all
Lill - Did I win?
James – Did you lose?
Jeff Probst - Okay time is up... We have a tie between Andrew and Tijuana, both with 6/8
answers. Great job guys, this was a very difficult challenge. In the event of a tie, we go to who
sent in their answers the fastest.
Andrew - Don't keep my ass in suspense!
Courtney - Who won?
Jeff Probst - ...I'm sorry Andrew... because you wont have a new Avatar. You have won your
second individual Immunity Challenge in a row.
Courtney - I'm sorry... lag will cause me to post twice in a row... Congrats Andrew!
Andrew Todd – congrats
Andrew - Please tell me the two I didn't get, it's driving me nuts.
Jeff Probst - Pikillacta pizarro atahualpa Cajamarca Túpac Amaru Intihuatana Simon Bolivar
Tijuana - I couldn't get 1 or 6 but I'm proud with how well I did coming here late
James - That was freaking hard man. Grats again Andrew.
Tijuana - Oh and congrats Andrew, hmph.

Panoba, Night 13
Tijuana is having a hard time playing second fiddle.

Tijuana – grr *steals necklace* this is now 4 times in a row that I've been second lol.
Andrew - I'm telling you, the law of averages, the next challenge is your's!
Tijuana - I think I'll just win the final one
Ryan.

btw, I'm fine with either a you me Lill F3 or you me

Andrew - Great, I think we deserve it!
Andrew’s second Immunity win in a row comes as quite a shock to Courtney. The
Andoa’s plan on going back on the Partner’s Alliance.
Courtney - Now Andrew is starting to scare me
James - Tell me about it.
But at least we all know who we're voting for tonight. I think we
should really push for him next round. This back and forth bullshit is just a pagonging in disguise
anyway. If he wins at 7, we're fucked.
Courtney - I know... no need to push it tonight. Wait tell tomorrow after Osten is gone, get Ryan
and T on board... Lill will have no choice but to go along.
James - Agreed. I know Ryan wanted Andrew outta here too. I'm sure T will agree. Lill darling...the
drama has gotten to ya.
Courtney - We should also tell Todd to fight hard for immunity next round.
Courtney - Andrew is starting to scare me.
Lill - yeah. I totally suck at word scramblers.
Courtney - If he did win F7 immunity, who'd we cut?
Lill - who would be left? I say anybody but me!
Courtney - It'd be me, you, James, Ryan, T, Amanda and Andrew in the final 7 if we stick to 'the
plan'

Temple Council, Night 13
Jeff Probst - Welcome guys, I'll give you a few more minutes to talk (about 15) since this was
sprung on you last minute.
Courtney - I'm here and ready to make up for missing the last TC!
James - Let's hope this one has more "drama." Even though there's less people.
Andrew - Save the drama for...yeah, you know the rest...
Christa Lill - hi all!
Christa Jeff Probst - Andrew, congrats on your second Immunity win, giving this one up?
Andrew - Hell no.
Lill - pretty please? I'll be your best friend...
Andrew - Not even if you love me long time...
Jeff Probst - Okay, so every council I ask if you feel safe or vulnerable at this council, anyone want
to admit to feeling either end or am I going to get the same textbook answer of "i dont have
immunity so i dont feel safe" ?
Todd - I don't even feel 50% safe. I'll be honest.

Tijuana - I haven't been led to believe that anyone is plotting my departure this TC so I feel 90%
safe and 10% paranoid that people have secretly decided to get rid of me.
Lill - If I said I felt safe, Gary would tell everyone I was arrogant.
James - None of the Andoas should feel safe. We're in the minority.
Courtney - There's always a creeping bit of doubt in the back of your head. Do the people the
people I think I can trust really trustworthy? I feel 50% safe, 50% in danger. If it becomes tribe vs.
tribe again, certainly, I am in danger.
Jeff Probst - Why do you feel vulnerable Todd?
Todd - I suck at challenges and I feel like I may end up being the next Bri.
Tijuana - Lill, there's something I need to tell you... A bunch of us were talking tonight and well,
we decided um...well you know to um....
Lill - DAMN! I knew it!!! YOU RATFINK BASTARDS!!!
Jeff Probst - Lill, what the fuck is a ratfink bastard? Why is that being referenced all the time in
voting confessionals and tribal discussion?
Lill - a Ratfink Bastard is someone who sells out their alliances and their friends because someone
offered them a better deal.
Tijuana - If anything I actually feel kind of bad for Ryan. I mean he's only able to post from the
library and the fact that he even cares enough to come here and participate while he is in the
library says a lot.
Jeff Probst - Lill, do you know of anyone in the game who would currently qualify as a ratfink
bastard?
Lill - Of course I do. They're on my list.
Am I going to share my list? um....no, not at this time.
Thanx for asking. You have a nice day.
Jeff Probst – Todd, Are you afraid that a pair will get the idol? After tonight's council, 8 people will
have been voted off... that's exactly half of the cast. Concern you that 2 players could have an
idol for the end game?
Todd - It does concern me, but what can I really do about it. My best option is to stay with those
who I currently trust. I doubt I'd be picked over a secret partner though.
Jeff Probst - Andrew, now that you've won two back to back challenges, concerned that you're
viewed as a threat?
Andrew - Yes, I am concerned. However, since I figure I was formerly viewed as an easy target, I
suppose the end result hasn't changed much, has it?
Jeff Probst - Okay guys, get thsoe votes in and I'll try to make this a quick council
Courtney Lill - Courtney wants TC to last forever?
Jeff Probst - I'll read the votes:
http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/peru/tc8.html

SPOILER ALERT: Read the final words of the person voted off on the next page.

Courtney – FINAL WORDS - I never got in a car wreck. It was my attempt at a great lie. I did skin
my knee a bit playing basketball that day, but I came up car wreck because it sounded better. It
just so happened Lill turned on me before I got a chance to work it, so instead, I will use it as a
weapon from the jury forum for my own amusement. I didn't tell anyone, not even Poody,
because I didn't trust him with the info. The moral outrage only worked if no one knew, I could
scapgoat my blindside Lill gave me, pin her as 'going outside the game' making jokes about it and
such, and poison the. If I wasn't going to get to the endgame, I decided Operation:Revenge was
the next best idea.

